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ZOUKOUT SINGAPORE 
PARTIES WITH NEXO’S 
STM SERIES

The Show Company has purchased one of the largest 
STM systems in South East Asia, bringing NEXO’s 
increasingly popular modular l ine array to Singapore. One 
of the first major outings for the STM rig was Singapore’s 
dance festival, ZoukOut, staged by the hugely popular 
Zouk club.

Held on the island of Sentosa from 12 to 13 December 
2014, ZoukOut celebrated its 14th year and attracted 
about 40,000 dance music fans from across the 
globe. The event deployed the latest in entertainment 
technology and the promoters were keen to push the 
audio envelope. 
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Zouk’s Production Manager and 
resident DJ, Jeremy Boon, has 
pioneered great sound at the 
Singapore club since its inception. 
Boon worked closely with long-
established production house The 
Show Company, which provided and 
set up all equipment for the dance 
music event. The Show Company 
saw a great opportunity to deploy its 
new STM system on ZoukOut’s larger 
Moon stage, which hosted EDM acts 
and DJs across the two days. 

“We went through the different riders, 
crunched what the DJs needed and 
found that our new STM system was 
the perfect fit for all,” said The Show 
Company owner, Jo Gan. “Before 
STM was released, we used the 
NEXO GEO-T and D systems, which 
served us well for many years, but 
when the new modular l ine array 
came out, we jumped at the chance 
because our past experience with 
NEXO was that good.”

The STM system used on the Moon 
stage consisted of 12xM46 main and 
12xB112 bass cabinets flown per 

side, supplemented by 36xS118 ground stacked subs. Additional 3xM28 
omni cabinets were used below each array for downfil l, making their South 
East Asian debut. 

At the DJ booth, 3xS118 subs and 3xM28 omnis per side in a L/R 
configuration provided the SPLs.  The entire system was driven by 16x 
NEXO Universal Amp Racks (NUAR).


